EEG was lead up monopolarly from the occiput of a human subject in a half darkened but not sound-proof room, and summed by a computor (Computor of Average  Transient, CAT 400-B, Mnemotron). On the oscillograph, negativity was upward. Photic stimulation was done by means of flashes from a xenon discharge tube (MS-1PS, Nihon Kohden).
Regularity of frequencies of alpha waves was checked by producing the duration histogram of individual alpha waves filtered through an alpha-band pass filter (8-13 cps) circuit of EEG analyzer (MAF-4, Nihon Kohden). At first the histogram was made from raw EEG, but since the beta component superimposed upon alpha waves masked the real duration histogram of alpha waves, then a filter circuit cutting waves of frequencies higher than that of alpha was used.
Finally, the filter circuit of the analyzer was used. Among these histograms produced in different ways, there was no essential difference in the peak and distribution of frequencies.
As the index of average amplitude of alpha waves, spectrums of the analyzer were adopted. In order to analyze the same data in various ways, sometimes EEG was recorded into a tape recorder through a modulator (M102A Analog Tape Recorder System, Mnemotron).
Precise description of the methods will be described in the related part of results. (1) relation to the stimulation punctually grows to it folds of one response. And from the fact derived from the randomness in frequencies of alpha waves , to sum EEG every second without any delay between each sweep to be summed and to sum with random delay, both should result in the same result.
2. The Degree of Contamination and Amplitude of alpha waves in EEG. From the findings described above, the degree of the contamination with alpha waves can be presumed, and on the summed waves of the same number of times of summation, the maximum amplitude of contamination on the summed EEG must be proportional to the value of average amplitude of alpha waves during summation.
In order to examine the correlation between the amplitude of summed EEG and that of the original EEG experimentally, a comparison was made. This example is shown in FIG. 9 Marks on bottom traces indicate the moment of photic stimulation of which rate was 1 cps. In spectrums delta, theta, alpha (8-13 cps), betai, beta2 are arranged in order from left. Among the states, before the train of photic stimulation, during the train of stimulation, and thereafter, there were no essential differences in amplitude of alpha component in spectrum.
DISCUSSION
In the eye-closing state the averaged response evoked by photic stimulation has a train of alpha-like waves after the initial response which occurs within about 200 msec after photic stimulation.
A similar observation was made by BISHOP (1933) on animals under anesthesia.
In human EEG it was difficult to determine whether the waves were true responses or not, because the response in EEG is small in amplitude and the amplitude of background EEG is comparatively larger than that of the response. Recently, by using the averaging technique it became possible to examine the response, and some reports were published (DAWSON, 1960 , ELLINGSON 1960 , but the analysis was made mainly about the initial response, and the wavesappearing after the initial response was rarely investigated except by a few investigators (BARLOW 1960) . Frequencies of the train of alpha-like waves were similar to the frequencies of the resting alpha waves in the eye-closing state, as BARLOW had observed (1960) , and the train of alpha-like waves was depressed by opening the eyes in the same manner as in photic driving of alpha waves in EEG. These findings imply that these alpha-like waves have some relation to alpha waves in EEG. When the frequency of photic stimulation was raised, the initial response diminished and finally it became a sinusoidal waves (unpublished) as HRBEK and MARCES observed on newborns (1964) . From these facts it seems that there is some relation between photic driving of EEG and the
